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DOOH spend set to reach $14.6bn this year and is 

forecast to account for all of OOH’s future growth  

WARC Global Ad Trends – A focus on DOOH 

Global, 26 November 2018 – Spend on digital out of home advertising (DOOH) – i.e. video 

content and/or digital signs located in high traffic public locations such as high streets, airports, 

bus shelters, subways and malls – is expected to grow 10.1% each year between 2018 and 2021, 

accounting for the entirety of growth in the out of home (OOH) market as spend on traditional 

sites begins to decline from next year. 

Digital’s share of total global OOH adspend is expected to rise to 37.3% – or $14.6bn – this year, 

up from 34.8% in 2017, 32.4% in 2016 and 22.7% in 2012. The rapid growth of DOOH is driven in 

part by the higher cost-per-thousand (CPM) the format commands, but also the rising 

penetration of digital panels and the opportunity to combine data-driven targeting with powerful, 

dynamic creative.  

DOOH’s share is rising at a time when providers are accelerating site investment 

Major providers are accelerating investment in digital sites, and this will further fuel growth over 

the coming years. JCDecaux is building on its existing base of 59,744 digital screens worldwide 

with the ongoing digitalisation of street furniture in New York, Chicago and London. Clear 

Channel added 450 new digital screens last year, taking its global total to 14,510, while Lamar 

intends to add 300 screens in 2019, adding to its existing base of 2,800. 

In terms of markets, adspend figures from the latest AA/WARC Expenditure Report show half of 

UK’s OOH ad investment is expected to be spent on digital sites this year, equating to £593m 

($770m). MAGNA forecast spend in the US to reach $1.2bn, up from $582m in 2012. The Direct 

Place-based Advertising Association (DPAA) believes $100m of this will be traded 

programmatically, up from $65m in 2017. 

In Germany, where Google is exploring DOOH opportunities, spend is expected to reach $285m 

– 18% of the OOH market and more than double the amount invested two years ago; and in 

France, the share is forecast to be 11.9% ($183m) this year. 

DOOH can deliver powerful creative in high-traffic locations 

Data from the Outdoor Advertising Association of America (OAAA) show that digital billboards 

now account for 21% of all billboards in the country, and research by Nielsen show that 



approximately 60% of US consumers see a digital billboard each month and 37% see one each 

week.   

In the UK, DOOH plays a core role in the daily commute, generating £152m in adspend for 

Transport for London.  The power of the medium is such that Global, UK's largest commercial 

radio group, recently moved into the DOOH sector by acquiring Exterion, Primesight and 

Outdoor Plus, gaining 30% in market share.    

A strength of DOOH is the delivery of dynamic creative, using real-time and predictive triggers to 

ensure the most relevant ad is surfaced to the right people, in the right place, at the right time. 

The rise of digital screens, particularly on the high street, gives advertisers more choice in where 

and when their ad is placed, while the creative itself – especially if video – can be powerful. 

OOH drives online activation, demonstrating a synergy with consumers’ mobile habits 

Search is a key benefactor when included in the mix with OOH – mobile click through rates 

(CTRs) increase by up to 15% when supported by OOH. Data show 46% of US consumers used a 

search engine as a result of seeing an OOH ad, while 38% went on to use Facebook. 

The outdoor ad revolution is not, however, problem-free. The collection of mobile phone data, 

for both targeting and measurement, raises privacy concerns. This is cited as a particular issue 

by almost one in three mobile marketers. And criticisms of the online-ad business for being 

opaque, and occasionally fraudulent, may also be directed at the OOH business as it becomes 

bigger and more complex. 

While DOOH provides the opportunity of improved targeting through facial recognition, 

consumers are yet to be sold on the idea. A full 65.2% of those surveyed by WARC and Toluna 

were not happy for facial recognition to be used for personalised marketing messages. 

James McDonald, Data Editor, WARC, concludes: “The combined power of digital out of home 

and mobile location data can be used to add greater targeting capabilities to a broadcast 

medium, serving programmatically-traded creative by the hour to the right people, in the right 

place, at the right time.  

“This is an enticing prospect for advertisers looking to leverage digital’s strengths without the 

risks of ad blocking, fraud, and risk to brand safety.” 

Global media analysis: A round-up of DOOH 

 10.1% compound annual growth rate for DOOH to 2021 

 15% increase in mobile click through rates when used with OOH 

 21% billboards in America which are now digital 

 37% Americans who see a digital billboard at least once a week 

 50.1% DOOH’s share of UK OOH adspend this year 

 66.9% consumers who are unaware that facial recognition technology can be used to 

measure mood 

Other new key media intelligence on WARC Data 

 Amazon Prime Day more valuable than Black Friday/Cyber Monday 

 Global programmatic market to reach $75bn this year 

 Brand knowledge and cost efficiencies are main in-house agency benefits 

 Evaluating digital spend has become more difficult in the UK 



Global Ad Trends is part of WARC Data, a dedicated online service featuring current advertising 

benchmarks, data points, ad trends and user-generated expanded databases.     

Aimed at media and brand owners, market analysts, media, advertising and research agencies as 

well as academics, WARC Data provides current advertising and media information, hard facts 

and figures – essential market intelligence for ad industry related business, strategy and planning 

required in any decision making process.  

WARC Data is available by subscription only. For more information visit 

https://www.warc.com/data 
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About WARC – Your global authority on advertising and media effectiveness 

WARC provides the latest evidence, expertise and guidance to make marketers more effective. WARC’s mission is to 

save the world from ineffective marketing. 

 

WARC’s clients include the world's largest brands, advertising and media agencies, media owners, research 

companies and universities. They rely on WARC for rigorous, unbiased information and advice on almost any 

advertising and marketing issue, which WARC delivers via best practice guides, case studies, research papers, special 

reports and advertising trend data, as well as via webinars, awards, events and advisory services. 

 

WARC collaborates with more than 50 respected industry organisations globally including: The Advertising Research 

Foundation, Cannes Lions, Effie Worldwide, Association of National Advertisers, ESOMAR, 4A's, IPA and DMA. 

 

WARC was founded in 1985, and has offices in the UK, US and Singapore. In July 2018, WARC became part of 

Ascential plc, the global specialist information company.  

 

About WARC Data – a global advertising trends, benchmarks, data points & database service 

WARC Data provides current advertising and media information, hard facts and figures – essential market intelligence 

for ad industry related business, strategy and planning required in any decision making process.  

 

Core features of WARC Data are: 

 Benchmarks: improve campaign performance using planning and measurement benchmarks 

- ROI Calculator: compare campaign ROI with WARC case studies database 

- Media Allocation: plan campaign budgets using media splits from successful campaigns 

- Ad/Sales Ratios: advertising/sales ratios for 200 SIC-coded US industries 

 

 Data Points:  Takeaway charts and data on media spend, costs and consumption 

- New series of chart-led data articles bringing clients the most reliable stats on a given topic 

- Delivered via search results and topic update emails 

- Download the chart in PPT and/or the data in Excel directly from the article 

- Articles are updated on a rolling basis throughout the year and can be saved in “My WARC” 

 

 WARC Reports:  

- Global Ad Trends: a monthly report digesting the latest insights and evidenced thinking from the global 

advertising industry 

- The Global Marketing Index (GMI): a monthly barometer of marketer sentiment towards trading conditions, 

budgets and staffing levels on a global and regional level 

- State of The Industry: Mobile Marketing: results from exclusive surveys by WARC and the Mobile Marketing 

Association into brands’ use of mobile around the world 

- Media Consumption overviews: market-specific consumption trends for 36 countries 

 

 Extensive Databases:  

- International adspend forecasts for 12 key markets by medium and ad format 

- WARC’s adspend database holds advertising spend figures in 96 countries back to 1980 

- Media Costs database monitors CPM and cost per 100 GPRs in 68 countries, by medium and target audience 

https://www.warc.com/data
https://www.warc.com/data
mailto:amanda.benfell@warc.com


 

WARC Data is available by subscription only. For more information visit https://www.warc.com/data 

 

About Ascential 

Ascential is a specialist, global information company that helps the world’s most ambitious businesses win in the 

digital economy. Our information, insights, connections, data and digital tools solve customer problems in three 

disciplines: 

 

 Product Design via global trend forecasting service WGSN;  

 Marketing via global benchmark for creative excellence and effectiveness Cannes Lions and WARC, and strategic 

advisory firm MediaLink; and 

 Sales via ecommerce-driven data, insights and advisory service Edge by Ascential, leading managed services 

provider for Amazon Flywheel Digital,  the world's premier payments and Fin Tech congress Money20/20, global 

retail industry summit World Retail Congress and retail news outlet Retail Week. 

 

Ascential also powers political, construction and environmental intelligence brands DeHavilland, Glenigan and 

Groundsure. 
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